Directions to the QBT Simulation Center

The Simulation Center is on the 3rd floor of Quarterback Towers. There is no exterior entrance to Quarterback Towers so you must enter through Jefferson Towers (blue arrow on map) at 625 19th Street South. Link to Directions on Google Maps

1. Enter Jefferson Towers and take an immediate left at the first hallway (this is just before a bank of elevators).
2. Follow this hallway until you come to another bank of elevators on the right. Take these elevators up to the 3rd floor.
3. As you exit the elevator you will see a set of double doors on the right to enter the simulation center.

Parking meters along the street are hard to find, so it is best to park in a deck when possible. These highlighted decks have public parking on at least one level.

If you get lost or need additional assistance, please call the Office of Interprofessional Simulation:
205-975-4169
simulation@uab.edu
www.uab.edu/simulation